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abstract
Among of modern papers devoted to numerical modeling of rotated waves the greater part of papers
are based on assumption that such wave propagates with velocity equals to the Chapman-Jouguet velocity
of ideal detonation model with plane front. But the experimental velocities of rotated detonation waves,
as a rule, are less (and even much less) the velocity of ideal Chapman-Jouguet detonation. Such regimes
are named as low-velocity detonation or quasi-detonation and its characteristics are practically not
investigated carefully. Moreover, similar to the spinning detonation, the strong connection of velocity of
rotated transverse waves with the acoustic waves of reaction products was observed. So the new model
with an allowance for the losses of impulse and energy must be used at numerical modeling of RDE and
new experimental investigations of regimes with understated velocity must be carried out. In given paper
some important aspects of rotated detonation waves and new experimental results are analyzed:
the multifront system of rotated waves; correlation of rotation velocity of waves with acoustic
characteristics of reaction products; streak-records trajectory of rotated waves on moving film; pressure
and temperature profiles of rotating waves; velocity deficit and energy-release.
Keywords: spinning detonation, rotated detonation wave, self-sustained supersonic regimes and their
nature, low-velocity detonation, “quasi-detonation”, energy-release in reactive mixtures, instability of
reaction zone, connection of DW instabilities with acoustic vibrations of reaction products, looses of
impulse and energy.
1. introDuction
Starting from the initial period of investigations (about 140 years ago, for example [1-5]) the detonation
wave (DW) was considered during long time as plane wave without any internal structure. It was great
surprise when the unusual regimes of DW propagation in tube of round cross-section with spiral trajectory
were observed in 1927 by Campbell and Woodhead [6]. Moreover, the long luminosity front (tail) with
strong pulsation was observed in detonation products (Fig. 1a). This regime was named as the spinning DW
and for a long time it considered as exotic detonation regime. About 20 years the efforts to find a connection
among the unknown element of DW-front and long pulsation tail in detonation products were unsuccessful.
Such connection was proposed by Prof. N. Manson, who proposed firstly in 1946 the acoustic theory of
spinning detonation [7]. He assumed that the rotation of spinning detonation is connected with acoustic
vibration of detonation products and found that the main acoustic disturbance (MAD) has the axial
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velocity D⊥S = 1, 84c , where c is the sound speed in detonation products, and 1.84 is the value of basic
root of the Bessel function of the first order, which describes the radial component of velocity potential
of a gas products for 2D acoustic equation. The time of one revolution of MAD is t 0 = π ⋅ d / D⊥S (d is
the tube diameter) and during this period the front of spinning DW shifts along the tube axis on distance
λ = DII ⋅ t 0 ≅ π d . The simultaneous propagation of MAD along the tube and its axial rotation ensures
the spiral trajectory on inner smoked wall of tube with the trajectory slope to the tube axis

tg ⋅ ϕS = D⊥S / DII = 1, 84 ⋅ c / DII ≅ 1, i.e. φS ≈ 45o, since c / DII ≅ 0, 55 , D is the longitudinal (along
the tube axis) velocity of DW.

Fig. 1. Streak-record of propagation of the spinning detonation wave along the tube (a) and similar record of
its structure (b) with the transverse wave (bright zone to be parallel to x-axis –1) and the tail in products – 2.
The axis of tube and streak photo-camera are parallel on left photo and are inclined on right photo (along X).

Later, the term of “transverse wave” (TW) was proposed by A.N. Voinov [8] (1950) for unknown
element of spinning configuration of DW-front. The structure of spinning DW (as in modern point of
view) was identified in 1957 firstly by Prof. B. Voitsekhovsky [9-11] (Fig. 1b). Spinning DW in round tube
is the unique stationary process of wave
propagation with single transverse wave (TW, marked by symbol 1 on the right) on the DW-front,
which axially rotates along internal surface of tube wall. This transverse wave is interfaced with the tail
(symbol 2) of MAD in detonation products. Two photo of spinning DW on Fig. 1 illustrate the next:
(a) streak-record of propagation along tube, registration across slit parallel to tube axis, oblique trajectory
corresponds to detonation front, vertical lines (2) corresponds to acoustic tail in products; (b) streakrecord at special technique of registration of transverse waves, proposed by Prof. Voitsekhovsky [9-11].
The increased interest to use of a detonation process in various technological devices (the concept of
detonation engine (DE)) was stipulated by Prof. Zeldovich Ya. B. [12] on the conclusion of the classical
one-dimensional theory [4,5] that the regime of the ideal Chapman-Jouguet detonation is characterized
by minimum growth of an entropy SD=min. The higher losses are inherent for combustion modes
(laminar and turbulent) on a comparison with the C-J detonation mode, for example, at point of
deflagration regime with maximal velocity SDF=max).
The idea to burn mixture in detonation mode appears many years ago. In latest years many investigators
from different countries are connected with problem of pulse detonation engine (PDE), when DW as
cyclical process propagates along the tube. Prof. B. Voitsekhovsky was the first who proposed to burn
the mixture in detonation mode with the help of rotating waves, likely transverse wave of spinning
configuration. Two scheme were investigated more carefully for stabilization of rotating wave, located in some
plane: a) components injection in radial direction (from centre to outside or from outside to center);
b) the mixture components can be injected along the axis. On Fig. 2 one can see the photo of B.V.
Voitsekhovsky at the defence of the doctoral dissertation about rotated detonation in Novosibirsk in 1961.
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Fig. 2. Prof. Bogdan V. Voitsekhovsky.

The detonation mode of mixture burning with the help of stationary rotating detonation waves
(RDW) was investigated effectively in Lavrentyev Institute up to now and the basic experimental results
about RDW was published by Bykovsky and Zhdan [13-15]. At latest years this problem was investigated
experimentally by many investigators in different countries – Russia, France, Japan, Poland, USA, China.
Prof. Piotr Wolanski is the pioneer of investigations of rotating detonation in Poland and remarkable
popularize of detonation engine in another countries [16-22]. During latest years the space structure of
spinning and rotated DW was analyzed numerically in papers of many scientists (for example, [23-32].
Different aspects of PDE and RDE were analyzed also in papers of ICDERS ( http://www.icders.org/
ICDERS2019/index.html > 300 references, http://www.icders.org/ICDERS2017/index.html up to
http://www.icders.org/ICDERS1999/index.html), in review of author [31], in latest review paper [33]
with 379 references. In short paper it is impossible to nominate the whole of authors of papers, devoted
to investigation of rotated DW. Moreover, only high quality papers with new fundamental results are
deserving reference.
2. hoW many steaDy regimes can be obserVeD in actiVe miXture?
The classical one-dimensional theory of detonation is based on the laws of conservation of mass,
momentum and energy, written in the wave front system for a constant-section fluid tube:

ρ0 w0 = ρ w
P0 + ρ0 w02 = P + ρ w 2
H 0 + w02 / 2 = H + w 2 / 2 + Q

(1)

Here w0 and w are the flow velocities of flowing into and out of the front, V = 1 / ρ is the specific volume
of one mole per unit mass, the reciprocal of the mixture density, P is the pressure, H is the enthalpy,
Q is the specific energy release of the mixture. Within the framework of the ideal gas model with
the equation P = ρRT = RT / V the enthalpy is expressed by the formula
H = U + PV =

γ
PV
γ −1
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The first two equations of mass and momentum give the next ratio:
P − P0
= − ρ02 w02 = const
V − V0

,

which is the equation of a straight line in a plane (P,V ) – so called the Michelson-Rayleigh line (MRL).
This last equation yields two useful relationships for velocities:
w02 = V02

P − P0
V0 − V

w2 = V 2
and

P − P0
V0 − V

.

Substitution these relations to the energy equation allows one to obtain several auxiliary formulas for
entropy and internal energy:
H − ( H 0 + Q) =

1 2
1
( w0 − w2 ) = ( P − P0 )(V0 + V )
2
2
,

U − (U 0 + Q) =

1 2
1
( w0 − w2 ) + P0V0 − PV = ( P + P0 )(V0 − V )
2
2
,

and also the equation P = F(V,Q), called as the energy release adiabat (named also as the Hugoniot curve
(HC)), which turns after transformations into the hyperbolic equation
2
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At Q = 0 the shock adiabat equation is obtained
2
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(3)

Fig. 3.Typical (P-V) diagram of combustible mixture
and its products of chemical reaction.
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The well known (P,V ) – diagram of a combustible mixture and its products is presented on Fig. 3:
O – point of initial state, 1 – the Hugoniot curve as the states of products of chemical reaction,
2 – the shock wave adiabat (SWA), 3 – the Michelson-Rayleigh lines (MRL) for steady detonation (point
D) and steady deflagration (point F), S – the head state in chemical spike of DW, P and V – the states
of products at reaction regimes P=const and V=const. Symbols I and III indicate the area of unphysical
states (also dotted part VP on HC, where the sound speed must be negative – (∂P / ∂ρ ) S = c 2 < 0 );
symbol II indicate detonation regimes, symbol IV – deflagration regimes.
At Q = const the Hugoniot curve of energy release is a hyperbola, shifted relative to the point of
the initial state O, so the point O lies outside the hyperbola (Fig. 3). The shock adiabat is also a hyperbola,
but it passes through the point O. Many straight lines can be drawn from point O to the Hugoniot curve
as a hyperbola. There are three cases for the relative position of the Hugoniot curve and the straight line:
a) there is no intersection; b) there is an intersection at two points; c) the line and Hugoniot curve are
touched. Stationary propagation modes correspond only to the points of tangency of the MichelsonRayleigh straight line and the Hugoniot curve – the combustion wave for the deflagration branch of
the HC and the Chapman-Jouguet (C-J) detonation wave for the detonation branch of the HC.
At Q = const the next approximate formula are well known for velocity of detonation –
D0 d ≈ 2(γ 2 − 1)Q and velocity of deflagration – D0 df ≈ 1 / 2(γ 2 − 1)Q . From these formulas it is
evident, that a decrease of Q leads to decrease the detonation velocity and to increase the deflagration
velocity. For the Hugoniot curve Q = const it was determined that at the detonation point of contact,
the change in entropy has the property of an extremum with a minimum of its change compared to
the initial value, and at the point of contact with the deflagration branch, it has the property of an extreme
with a maximum change in entropy.
Within the framework of a one-dimensional flow between shock hyperbola Q = Q SW = 0 and
detonation hyperbola Q = Q C-J it is possible to draw many hyperbolas of partial energy release
Q = αiQ C-J with 0 < αi < 1 (Fig. 4). From the formal point of view, tangent lines can be drawn from
the initial point O to each of these hyperbolas, which will determine the wave propagation modes for
the case of partial release of the chemical energy of the mixture. This means that in addition to stationary
detonation and deflagration (named as the Chapman-Jouguet regimes with full energy release of
the combustible mixture) many modes with partial energy release can be existed formally. It is evident,
that as the αi – values and the angle of inclination of the M-R straight line decreases and changes,
the detonation velocities will decrease from Di = D C-J up to the sound speed of an initial mixture.
At this the rates of deflagration combustion will increase.

Fig. 4. Typical (P-V) diagram for regimes with partial
energy release: 1 – the Hugoniot line for maximal Q and
corresponding MR line 2, 3 – the C-J state for Q = max,
5 – MR line for case of partial energy release with Q<Qmax
and corresponding point of tangency 6, 4 – the shock
adiabat, 0 – initial state of mixture, + – adiabat of partial
energy release.
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The described situation with partial energy release could be realized by some ways: at change of
removing energy from the system through the limiting walls due to heat removal, the death of active
radicals on the walls and other various kinds of losses, at influence on mixture composition at separate
injection of fuel and oxidizer and their mixed, at using of catalytic agents with the ability of clear control
of chemical reactions and their energy release. These mechanisms make it possible to change the dynamics
of the energy release of the mixture, but only with sufficiently strict limitations on the temporal
characteristics of chemical reactions and the temporal characteristics of the used physical effects.
The problem of effective control of the energy release of detonation and quasi-detonation waves is
currently far from being solved, although this problem is extremely important for the developers of new
propulsion systems operating not only in stationary combustion or detonation modes, but also in
transient modes of rapid maneuvering.
3. loW–Velocity «Quasi–Detonation»
In the idealized one-dimensional model, the velocity of C-Jouguet DW at a fully completed reaction
with Q = const is the minimum velocity of stationary propagation of the DW. The underestimated values
of the spinning DW velocity are due to the extended zone of the chemical reaction and the increasing
level of heat loss into the tube walls, which corresponds formally to a decrease of the DW energy release
in comparison with the idealization of the classical model. The percentage of underestimation of
the spinning DW velocity characterizes the maximum allowable level of energy loss, which still allows
the wave propagation to be stationary. At large losses, the equilibrium is violated, and the stationary
propagation regime goes over to an unsteady supersonic regime with decreasing amplitude. However, as
it was established previously, the stationary regime of spin detonation is not limiting: there is a regime of
“quasi-detonation”, the speed of which is stationary and approximately equal to the sound speed in
the products. A photographic streak-record of the luminosity of such a “quasi-detonation” process is
shown in Fig. 5 – trajectory 1 with detonation velocity on the initial part of channel (up to indication
arrow) and next transforming to “quasi-detonation” regime. One can see, that “quasi-detonation” wave
propagates along channel with constant velocity without any disturbances.

Fig. 5. The transformation of near-limiting
detonation to low-velocity “quasi-detonation”
(1-1 trajectory).

The “quasi detonation” modes are poorly investigated. Special attention should be paid to
the experimental fact that often the rotating detonation mode also has a velocity significantly lower
than the Chapman-Jouguet detonation velocity. The nature of such “quasi-detonation” regimes is still far
from clear understanding and requires additional research.
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4. loW Velocity regimes oF rotating DW
It must be mentioned especially that it seems easy to produce the rotated TWs propagated with
the velocity of ideal C-J detonation D0. In the early works of B.V. Voitsekhovsky it was found that in
a plane-radial devise with an annular combustion chamber, when a premixed mixture outflows from
the center, a multi-headed regime of propagation of rotating detonation is realized with velocities that
are noticeably underestimated in comparison with the velocity of an ideal Chapman-Jouguet DW.
As a rule the velocity of rotated wave D is less D0 and D-value is closed to value of sound speed of detonation
products c (usually). The reason for this decrease remained unclear, since references to poor-quality mixing
of fuel and oxidizer in this setting turned out to be inappropriate. One of the goals of this work is to repeat
the experiments in a flat-radial chamber and carry out detailed measurements of this mode.
5. the basic results
In given paper the schema of circle channel of inner radius R1 and outer radius R2 with radial
injection of mixture from the centre to periphery was used for mixture burning by the waves, rotated
axially along the channel. The idealized schema of such propagation for case of anticlockwise rotation is
presented on Fig. 6: AB – rotated DW, BC – rotated waves in reaction products (similar to the tail in
spinning configuration), 1 – inleakage mixture, 2 – reaction products. Some important aspects of rotated
DW were analyzed in this report: the velocities and pressure profiles of rotating waves, velocity deficit and
energy-release; multifront system of rotated TWs; correlation of rotation velocity of TW with acoustic
characteristics of reaction products; streak-records trajectory of rotated TW on moving film. The high
velocity camera for streak-record registration of self-luminosity of rotating waves was used in experiments.
The silphon gauge was used for measurement of static pressured in moved injected mixture. The special
piezoelectric gauges with thermal shield were constructed for measurement of dynamic pressure profiles
in rotating waves, at long duration (up to 5 seconds) of influence of hot products. The microthermocouple was used for measurement of average temperature in different points of combustion
chamber.

Fig. 6. Idealized schema of 3-heads rotated
quasi-detonation in circular combustion channel.

The existence domain of the observed regimes of wave propagation is presented on Fig. 7:
1 – the lower limit for rotated waves (upper boundary for subsonic flames), 2 – the regimes of rotated
DW with unsteady transition from one mode to another and short steady behavior, 3 – the regimes of
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rotated DW with high steady propagation during a long time, 4 – the upper limit of regimes of rotated
DW (at this the reaction front not propagates along channel and penetrates into central mixture injector,
another words it is explosion).

Fig. 7. Some domain of existence of rotating low velocity waves.

At propagation of a single rotated DW along curvilinear channel the trajectory of her luminosity
front on moving film seems as cycloid of revolution. At increase of rotated fronts the number of cycloids
also increase and its images on film are shifted ones another. At equal distances among individual rotated
waves the cycloids on film seems as regular print. When the individual rotated waves are uncoordinated,
then on film the chaotic print is observed.

Fig. 8. The initial stage of formation of rotating waves: the trajectories of luminosity zones at their propagation
along combustion channel at their registration on moving film.

On Fig. 8 the process of initiation and initial stage of formation of rotating TWs is illustrated as
streak-record of circular combustion channel on moving film: 1 – moment of initiation of mixture with
the help of high-voltage discharge; 1-2 – propagation of subsonic combustion wave along curvilinear
channel; 2-3 – transition from combustion mode to “quasidetonation”; 3-9 – trajectories of rotated waves
in this very short initial period (about 5 msec) of total period of existing of rotated waves (about 1 sec).
After 9 the next process of formation of rotated waves was observed. It can be seen on Fig. 8 that during
initial stage the single (point 3) or two (point 4) rotated waves try to form in channel, at this both wave
propagates in similar direction. On given streak-record the system of single and doubled head rotated
waves was found unstable and the imprint of cycloid trajectories on film not obtain the regular picture.
It must be emphasized especially, that at spinning regime only single transverse wave of spinning
configuration rotates clockwise or anticlockwise. In configuration with two transverse waves in nearspinning regime these waves propagate only in opposite direction and never follow one by one, in
contradiction with synchronic propagation of waves in known scheme of rotated detonation engine
(RDE). The synchronic propagation of rotated waves with 2, 3 and 4 transverse waves on length of
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circular combustion channel is illustrated on the photos of Fig. 9 – for another (not initial) period of
process. From such photo it is easy to estimate the number of rotated waves on the channel length and
then calculate the wave velocity with the help of additional data about the rotation period of individual
wave (on base of duration of individual cycloid). Additional interpretation of cycloid trajectories of
regimes of multiheaded rotated waves is presented on Fig. 9 for number of individual waves n = 2, n = 3
and n = 4. Please, pay your attention on print for n = 3: on upper part of cycloid one can see the inclined
line among the neighboring images of rotated waves, which is the boundary among the cold initial
mixture and hot reaction products, with inclination angle β. Because β = ∆R ∙ n /2πR ≈ u / Dn, then
u ≈ Dn ∙ tan ∙ β: here u – radial velocity of initial mixture across the channel, Dn – the velocity of rotated
wave. At n =1 ∆R=R2-R1, so tan ∙ β = 1 / π ∙ (R2–R1)/(R2+R1) ≈ 0.046, so u ≈ 0.046D1 ≈ 110m/s and
subsonic regime of mixture outflow. For n>1 the value of u<110 m/s.

Fig. 9. The trajectories of rotated waves at quasi-steady regimes
with 2, 3 and 4 TWs on total length of combustion channel.

Fig. 10. Experimental velocities of rotated waves on
time for different number of DW heads.
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Experimental values of velocity of rotated waves are equal D2≈1300 m/s, D3≈900 m/s and D4≈800
m/s (Fig. 10), these values are lower the ideal velocity of Chapman-Jouguet DW – about 2300 m/s – and
are neighbour to the sound speed in products – 1200-1300 m/s. Such correlation among the velocity of
rotated wave and acoustic wave in detonation products is not casual and must be take into account at
modeling of rotated DW.
The method of full (as on values, as on direction) compensation of velocity of optic image of rotated
front and velocity of film are known. The instantaneous picture of luminosity distribution in rotated
wave can be registered independently and such photo with triangle profile for each wave is presented
on Fig. 11 upper photo). Such similar compensated photo can be seen and on photo of trajectories on
Fig. 9 at n = 3, where the compensation condition is realized on upper boundary of this imprint. The line
with inclination angle β on Fig. 9 corresponds to trajectory of boundary among initial mixture and
products of its reaction and allow estimate the velocity of mixture outflow (see above).

Fig. 11. The photo of self luminosity of rotating waves (the regime of compensated velocity of images of rotated
waves and film velocity of streak camera) – upper photo, and similar photo with parallel lines which indicate
the location of piezoelectric gauges on radius of combustion channel – lower photo.

It must be emphasized especially, that the size of triangle bright domain of rotated wave is lower
the channel width, so at measurement of pressure and temperature in different points of channel width
the position of gauges must be identified carefully relative to the rotated wave. Such markers are visible
on lower photo on Fig. 11 relatively the luminosity domain.
The typical oscilloscope traces of pressure profiles in different points of rotating waves are presented
on Fig. 12. One can see the high stability and periodicity of rotated quasi-detonation waves during
the registration period. The greater part of pressure traces have not the form, typical for shock wave with
abrupt front, but have the smooth form indicated on acoustic character of influence of hot reaction
products on velocity of rotating waves (left photos). Only the rare oscilloscope traces with sharp front were
detected by piezoelectric gauge, located near the bright peak of triangle reaction zone of luminosity of
rotating wave as on Fig 11. The acoustic character of waves in zone of reaction products and typical for
compression wave behavior on leading front of rotated wave may be the main cause that up to now
the shock-waves structure of rotated quasi-detonation is not determined.

Fig. 12. The typical oscilloscope traces in rotated wave similar to acoustic wave (left) and similar to shock wave
(right).

The distribution of maximal values of pressure increase and temperature in different points of channel
radius is presented on Fig.13. One can see a correlation about measurement parameters.
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Fig. 13. The plots of maximal amplitude of pressure record in
rotated waves and maximal average temperature in different points of
combustion channel (on radius).

It must be emphasized again, that in classical theory the value of energy-release Q at chemical reaction
are the same as for supersonic detonation regime, as for subsonic combustion process, but at this
the velocity of steady regimes (determined by tangency of MR lines with the Hugoniot curve) differ on
3-4 orders. The Q-values are widely used for estimation of detonation velocity, but practically not used
for estimation of burning velocity. Because the regimes with low velocities are typical for heterogeneous
medium with great looses (for example, for porous medium), so the interpretation of low velocity in
gaseous mixture by insufficient energy release seems not enough valid. The new system for mass,
momentum and energy with possible looses of momentum and energy must be analyzed in such case (and
for rotated waves) instead of the ideal system without looses. At this, the new definition of prototypes of
shock adiabat, MR line and Hugoniot curve is required.
6. conclusion
The history of investigations of rotated waves was presented, especially for young researchers. New
experimental results about rotated wave were presented: often the rotated waves propagate with supersonic
velocity, which is lower in compare with the velocity of ideal detonation wave. Such deviation usually was
explained by energy losses outside, what is equivalent to the incomplete energy release of mixture. Because
any engine must be operated effectively at extensive variation of parameters, so the low-velocity regime
of wave propagation in detonation regimes of mixture burning must be investigated carefully, especially
for RDE. Not only the insufficient energy release of mixture and high level of energy losses must be
taken into account at numerical modeling of low velocity rotated wave, but also the connection of the
wave front with the acoustic vibration of the products. It is hope, that at this the numerous calculated
results about rotated quasi-detonation waves will be correlated better with experimental data.
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WiruJĄca DetonacJa: historia, WyniKi, problemy
abstrakt
Wśród współczesnych prac poświęconych numerycznemu modelowaniu fal rotacyjnych większość
prac opiera się na założeniu, że fala ta rozchodzi się z prędkością równą prędkości idealnego modelu
detonacji z czołem płaskim Chapmana-Jougueta. Ale eksperymentalne prędkości wirujących fal
detonacyjnych z reguły są mniejsze (a nawet znacznie mniejsze) od prędkości idealnej detonacji
Chapmana-Jougueta. Takie działania nazywane są detonacją z małą prędkością lub quasi-detonacją, a ich
charakterystyka nie jest dokładnie zbadana. Ponadto, podobnie jak w przypadku wirującej detonacji,
zaobserwowano silny związek prędkości fal poprzecznych z falami akustycznymi produktów reakcji.
Tak więc nowy model z uwzględnieniem strat impulsu i energii musi być zastosowany do modelowania
numerycznego RDE i należy przeprowadzić nowe badania eksperymentalne o zaniżonej prędkości.
W artykule przeanalizowano kilka ważnych aspektów wirujących fal detonacyjnych oraz nowe wyniki
eksperymentalne: wieloczłonowy układ fal rotacyjnych; korelacja prędkości rotacji fal z charakterystyką
akustyczną produktów reakcji; smuga rejestrująca trajektorię fal wirujących na poruszającej się kliszy;
profile ciśnienia i temperatury fal wirujących; deficyt prędkości i uwolnienie energii.
słowa kluczowe: wirująca detonacja, obrócona fala detonacyjna, detonacja przy niskiej prędkości,
„quasi-detonacja”, wyzwolenie energii w mieszaninach reaktywnych, niestabilność strefy reakcji,
powiązanie niestabilności DW z wibracjami akustycznymi produktów reakcji, utrata impulsu energii.

